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Abstract. Abnormal blood flow during early cardiovascular development has been identified as a key factor in
the pathogenesis of congenital heart disease; however, the mechanisms by which altered hemodynamics
induce cardiac malformations are poorly understood. This study used outflow tract (OFT) banding to model
increased afterload, pressure, and blood flow velocities at tubular stages of heart development and character-
ized the immediate changes in cardiac wall motion due to banding in chicken embryo models with light micros-
copy-based video densitometry. Optical videos were used to acquire two-dimensional heart image sequences
over the cardiac cycle, from which intensity data were extracted along the heart centerline at several locations in
the heart ventricle and OFT. While no changes were observed in the synchronous contraction of the ventricle
with banding, the peristaltic-like wall motion in the OFT was significantly affected. Our data provide valuable
insight into early cardiac biomechanics and its characterization using a simple light microscopy-based imaging
modality. © 2016 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.21.11.116003]
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1 Introduction
During normal development, the heart transforms from a linear
tube into a complex four-chambered pump. Under pathological
conditions, the process of cardiogenesis is altered, resulting in
structural abnormalities at birth in the form of congenital heart
defects (CHDs). In the United States, CHDs occur in ∼1% of
newborns with many requiring surgical intervention.1 The etiol-
ogy of heart defects is multifactorial, often as a result of a com-
plex interplay between individual genetic predispositions and
environmental stimuli. Blood flow has been identified as a criti-
cal factor governing heart development by providing mechanical
stimuli to cardiac tissues that induce changes in genetic devel-
opmental programs and cellular responses.2–6 In animal models,
altered blood flow has been shown to induce CHDs similar to
those observed in humans.7–9 Although it is well established
that hemodynamic forces are important modulators of cardio-
vascular development, the transduction of these signals and
the mechanisms by which they induce abnormal remodeling
of the developing heart are poorly understood.

The optical properties of early embryonic tissues make
them excellent candidates for study using light microscopy.
Specifically, the tubular embryonic heart is translucent, allowing
observation of blood moving through the heart. Over the cardiac
cycle, the heart expands and contracts, increasing and decreas-
ing its blood volume. Red blood cells and plasma absorb a frac-
tion of incident light thereby decreasing the light intensity
transmitted to the microscope.10 Thus, grayscale images of
the embryonic heart lumen show reduced intensity values

(relative to other tissues and albumen) in proportion to the thick-
ness of blood within the lumen at the moment an image is cap-
tured. This feature allows for detailed visualization and analysis
of the beating heart motion.

We present here a methodology that exploits the optical prop-
erties of the embryonic heart to identify cardiac pumping char-
acteristics. The method is based on video densitometry, which
was developed by radiologists and cardiologists to track the rel-
ative intensity of tissues and blood.11–14 A similar optical tech-
nique, based on hemoglobin contrast angiography, has been
used to study the biomechanics of the developing Xenopus tro-
picalis embryonic heart.15 During embryonic development, the
diameter of the tubular heart varies over the cardiac cycle as the
lumen expands and contracts to accommodate changing blood
volumes. The expansion is characterized by both increasing car-
diac dimensions and decreasing lumen image intensity (and
vice-versa during contraction). From optical videos, we used
grayscale intensity to track the relative thickness of blood
and analyze cardiac motion over the cardiac cycle and at differ-
ent positions along the heart.

Using this optical microscopy technique, we have mapped
the cardiac wall motion of the developing chicken heart at an
early developmental stage (Hamburger-Hamilton stage 18 or
HH18). At HH18, the heart is an “S”-shaped tube and composed
of an atrium, a ventricle, and an outflow tract (OFT) connected
in series.16 The embryonic chicken is an ideal model to study
cardiovascular development due to its short developmental
period (21 days to hatching), and ease of access for microsur-
gical modification and in vivo imaging. The highly conserved
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heart development processes are shared by vertebrate species,
which makes studies in chicken embryos relevant in the study
of human CHD. Further, we used a well-established microsur-
gical intervention, outflow tract banding (OTB, also referred to
as “banding”), to increase blood pressure within the embryonic
heart and increased blood flow velocities and wall shear stress in
the heart OFT. During banding, a suture was tied around the
OFT and tightened to reduce its cross-sectional area and restrict
motion of the OFT wall at the banding site,17–21 and it has been
shown that banding results in a spectrum of CHDs in the devel-
oping chick.4,5,18,21,22 By analyzing cardiac motion under band-
ing conditions, we illustrate the sensitivity of our method to
changes in cardiac mechanics induced by altered blood flow
conditions. Understanding how biomechanical stimuli are
altered in the embryonic heart as a result of hemodynamic inter-
ventions is critical in elucidating the mechanisms underlying
abnormal cardiac remodeling.

2 Methods
In this study, we acquired optical videos of the HH18 embryonic
heart, spanning approximately three to four cardiac cycles at
physiological temperature (37.5°C). We then quantified cardiac
tissue dynamics via measurements of time-dependent changes in
the heart centerline intensity at three positions in both the ven-
tricle and OFT. This characterization of ventricle and OFT wall
motion, using a simple optical imaging modality, is essential in
understanding the role of cardiac biomechanics in normal and
abnormal cardiogenesis, while accessible to any research group.

2.1 Preparation of Embryos

Fertilized White Leghorn chicken eggs were incubated blunt
end up at 37.5°C and 80% humidity until HH18 (∼3 days).16

A small portion of the blunt-end shell and the inner shell mem-
brane (ISM) were carefully removed directly over the embryo,
exposing the beating heart. Embryos that bled upon ISM
removal, exhibited obvious structural defects, or were not at
the proper developmental stage were discarded. Those meeting
the selection criteria were subjected to one of two interventions:
(1) OTB, in which a 10-0 nylon suture was tied around the OFT-
ventricle junction to constrict the lumen cross-sectional area
(note that this band placement differs from that of our previous
work and has been chosen here for ease in the optical analyses);
and (2) a control, sham-operated procedure in which the suture
was passed under the OFT and removed. Following microsur-
gical modification, the eggs were sealed with saran wrap and
incubated for an additional 2 h to return to normal physiological
temperature before videographic data acquisition. To determine
band tightness and the hemodynamic effect of banding, OTB
embryos were imaged with optical coherence tomography
(OCT) immediately before and 2 h after banding (as detailed
in Midgett et al.17), and band tightness was calculated as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;182band tightness ¼ 1 −
Da

Db

; (1)

where Da is the external OFT diameter after banding (at the
band location) andDb is the diameter at the same location before
banding.

To reduce variations in hemodynamic parameters, only OTB
embryos with bands placed at the OFT-ventricle junction with
constrictions ranging from 35% to 45% were used for analysis.

2.2 Stereoscopic Imaging

At stage HH18, the developing heart consists of distinguishable
anatomic and functional segments: an atrium, atrioventricular
canal, ventricle, and OFT. Due to the positioning and s-looping
of the heart at this stage, only certain parts of the heart can be
visualized in ovo with optical techniques without disturbing the
embryo: the atrium rests out-of-plane, dorsal to the ventricle, but
large portions of the ventricle and OFT are visible in optical
images. This embryonic heart configuration, however, allows
simultaneous tracking of OFT and ventricle wall motion [see
Fig. 1(a)].

To capture the dynamic wall motion of the rapidly beating
(∼2 Hz) embryonic heart, we acquired two-dimensional (2-D)
video image sequences at a rate of 140 frames per second over
200 frames (3 to 4 cardiac cycles) using a PCO Edge 5.5 camera

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 1 Pipeline of intensity data analysis. (a) Representative imaging
frame showing each heart segment visible in the imaging plane at
HH18. (b) Lines used for analysis. The centerline (blue) was calcu-
lated from traces of the myocardial walls (red), as the midline between
the walls. White dashed lines show the lines along which M-mode
images were extracted from the ventricle (V1, V2, and V3) and the
OFT (O1, O2, and O3). (c) The OFT or ventricle cross-section
perpendicular to the centerline at the point of interest (inlet, medial,
or outlet) was identified. (d) An M-mode was extracted from the optical
data set along a line perpendicular to the centerline at the point of
interest and the pixel intensities inverted. (e) Intensity data were
extracted from the M-mode centerline (corresponding to the heart
centerline) at each measurement location.
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through a 10× lens mounted on a Leica M250 stereomicroscope
at 40× magnification. Throughout imaging, the temperature
of the embryo was maintained near the physiological norm
(37.5°C) using a custom-made warming chamber to preserve
temperature-dependent heart function (average heart rate ¼
145� 11 bpm; average cardiac cycle period¼416�33ms).23,24

Data from this study (not shown) and previous studies show
that banding does not affect the period of the cardiac cycle.19

2.3 Intensity Measurement and Data Processing

After optical video image acquisition, M-mode images were
generated using a custom MATLAB® program (The MathWorks,
Inc. Natick, Massachusetts, see Fig. 1 for a schematic of the
procedure). M-mode images are 2-D graphs that depict cardiac
wall motion from a line intersecting the heart in the video, by
displaying grayscale pixels along the selected line in the vertical
direction versus time (or frame number) in the horizontal direction
[see Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. To visualize and analyze tubular heart
motion, M-mode data were extracted from lines perpendicular to
the heart centerline [see Figs. 1(b)–1(d)] such that M-mode
images clearly showed changes in the tubular heart diameter
over time at specific locations.

We selected three equally spaced M-mode lines across both
the ventricle and the OFT [see Fig. 1(b)]. Lines were selected
according to several criteria that maximized reproducibility and
minimized background noise: (1) lines closer to the ventricular
inlet [V1, see Fig. 1(b)] were chosen at the point at which the
lumen diameter sharply increased. Similarly, lines closer to the
OFT outlet [O3, see Fig. 1(b)] were chosen near the point at
which the lumen diameter sharply decreased. (2) The line closer
to the inlet of the OFT [O1, see Fig. 1(b)] was chosen just down-
stream of the band and far enough from the ventricle to avoid
signal interference from ventricular motion. An equivalent loca-
tion was chosen in sham embryos. (3) The line closer to the ven-
tricular outlet [V3, see Fig. 1(b)] was chosen just upstream from
the OFT inlet, before the endocardial cushions. (4) In each seg-
ment (ventricle and OFT), the position of the middle line (V2
and O2) was selected at the center of the segment, halfway
between inlet and outlet positions.

After generating M-mode images at each location, we
extracted pixel intensity data corresponding to the heart certerline
[see Fig. 1(e)]. The periodicity of the cardiac cycle (luminal
expansion/contraction) enables localization of the lumen center
point (the intersection of the centerline and the M-mode line).
The M-mode center point was identified as the halfway position
between the opposing heart walls during maximum cardiac con-
traction at each location in the OFT and ventricle. These center
points form the heart centerline. To minimize the effect of noise,
we extracted average intensity values from 5 to 10 pixels sur-
rounding the centerpoint. To create a direct correlation between
pixel intensity and blood thickness, the intensity was inverted
so that cardiac expansion and contraction corresponded with
increased and decreased image intensity, respectively [Fig. 1(e)].
Then, inverse pixel intensities from the lumen centerline were
extracted and plotted against time (200 time points). Non-
parametric smoothing (Loess) was then applied to extract major
cardiac motion features of intensity plots throughout the cardiac
cycle. This allowed for simultaneous tracking of the motion of the
heart wall in the ventricle and OFT portions of the develop-
ing heart.

2.4 Analysis of Centerline Intensity Data

To simplify further analysis, centerline intensity data plots were
fitted to harmonic functions. To this end, the cardiac frequency
and period of the cardiac cycle were quantified from intensity
data using Fourier analysis. Then the data were fitted to har-
monic functions of the form

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;326;679fðtÞ ¼ A1 cosðωt − θ1Þ þ A2 cosð2ωt − θ2Þ
þ A3 cosð3ωt − θ3Þ; (2)

where ω is the cardiac frequency, A1; A2, and A3 are the ampli-
tudes of each contributing harmonic (up to three in our analysis),
and θ1; θ2, and θ3 are the phase shifts of each contributing har-
monic. The values of the amplitudes and phase shifts were found
by minimizing the difference between fðtÞ and the intensity data
using the curve fitting toolkit in MATLAB®.

Time derivatives of centerline intensity plots were used to
further analyze the motion of the developing heart. To avoid
noise amplification from intensity data, the derivatives were
found by differentiating the fitted harmonic functions, fðtÞ

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;326;519f 0ðtÞ ¼ −ωA1 sinðωt − θ1Þ − 2ωA2 sinð2ωt − θ2Þ
− 3ωA3 sinð3ωt − θ3Þ: (3)

Time derivative plots of centerline intensity allowed easy iden-
tification of the time at which intensity maxima and minima
[f 0ðtÞ ¼ 0] occurred.

To facilitate data comparison and avoid intensity bias, we
normalized the intensity plots (0-1) for each location. Also,
time in fðtÞ [Eq. (2)] was normalized to the cardiac period
(T) to account for naturally occurring biological variations in
heart rate. Further, we synchronized centerline intensity plots
such that the beginning of the cardiac period, t∕T ¼ 0 was
coincident with the initiation of ventricular expansion at the
inlet position (V1). To characterize cardiac motion within a
group of embryos (sham ¼ 10, OTB ¼ 10), the average and
standard deviation of the time-normalized intensity curves
was calculated and plotted for each location.

Additionally, the proportion of the cardiac cycle spent in the
expansion phase was calculated as time-lapse between mini-
mum and maximum intensities, while the contraction phase
was defined as the time between maximum intensity and the
subsequent minimum intensity. Expansion and contraction
were expressed as proportions of the cardiac period.

2.5 Validation of the Centerline Intensity Method

At early developmental stages, and given the tubular nature of
the heart, cardiac motion in the depth direction (perpendicular to
the imaging plane) approximates in-plane motion. This is
because the heart myocardium expands and contracts approxi-
mately uniformly in the tubular heart radial direction.20 Thus, we
expected that changes in diameter in the depth direction, mea-
sured from the heart centerline intensity, would approximate
changes in diameter in the imaging plane. To determine how
closely smoothed inverse-intensity curves depict opening and
closing of the cardiac lumen, the lumen diameter from the
M-mode images was manually extracted over several cardiac
cycles using a custom MATLAB® program. We then compared
normalized intensity and normalized diameter data for valida-
tion using linear regression analysis. An identical analysis
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was performed for fðtÞ-derived intensities and heart wall diam-
eters (Fig. 2).

2.6 Dimensional Measurements

A hemodynamic consequence of banding is an increased end
diastolic and end systolic blood pressure in the ventricle and
systemic circulation.18,19 To further characterize the conse-
quences of increased load on the developing heart, we measured
maximum and minimum myocardial diameter in the ventricle
and OFT. Because, in some cases, the myocardial walls were
difficult to visualize in M-mode images, myocardial diameters
were measured directly from optical image frames in ImageJ
(NIH). To measure ventricular and OFT diameters, a line was
drawn perpendicular to the heart centerline at the V2 and O2
positions [see Fig. 1(b)], and maximum and minimum diameters
were measured for three cardiac cycles. In addition, the end dia-
stolic (maximum) and end systolic (minimum) ventricle areas in
the imaging plane were computed from optical images as
described in Keller et al.25 Briefly, the in-plane ventricle perim-
eter from image frames was traced manually in ImageJ and
the area of the enclosed region computed. These data describe
changes in cardiac dimensions after banding.

2.7 Statistics

Statistical significance was determined with an unpaired Student’s
t-test, reporting two tail p-values, with p-values less than 0.05
considered statistically significant.

3 Results
We used the proposed centerline intensity method to determine
embryonic cardiac motion in control and hemodynamically
intervened chicken embryos. Specifically, we demonstrate that:
(1) changes in heart centerline intensity can be used to track wall
motion over the cardiac cycle. (2) OFT wall motion is altered
dramatically with banding. (3) Ventricular wall motion is largely
conserved with banding.

3.1 Validation of the Centerline Intensity Method

To validate the use of centerline pixel intensities to approximate
heart wall motion, manually extracted normalized heart wall
diameters were plotted against normalized centerline intensity
data over multiple cardiac cycles [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. Linear
regression analysis demonstrated a near 1:1 correspondence
between intensity and diameter data, with slopes of 0.98 and
1.05 for the ventricle and OFT, respectively, and R2 ¼ 0.97
for both cases [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. This close agreement
between normalized intensity and diameter measurements estab-
lishes the use of the centerline intensity as a valid method to
study cardiac motion along the tubular heart.

Additionally, we sought to determine whether the fitted
harmonic functions, fðtÞ, could be used with confidence in
approximating cardiac wall diameter over the cardiac cycle.
We found that normalized diameter data and normalized fðtÞ-
derived data are highly correlated (R2 ¼ 0.97 in both the ven-
tricle and OFT) with near 1:1 correspondence (slope = 0.95 and
0.96 in the ventricle and OFT, respectively). Therefore, fðtÞ
accurately describes the expansion and contraction profile of

Fig. 2 Comparison of centerline intensity and myocardial diameter over the cardiac cycle. Centerline
intensity and myocardial diameters were obtained from the same M-mode images along lines in the
(a) medial ventricle (V2) and (b) medial OFT (O2). (c, d) Correlation between normalized diameter
and normalized intensity for the cases shown in (a) and (b), respectively. In (c) and (d), the line
shows the idealized 1:1 correspondence.
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the developing heart over the cardiac cycle, validating its use in
further analysis. Because results were reproducible over multi-
ple cardiac cycles, further data are shown for one cardiac cycle
for simplicity.

3.2 Characterizing Wall Motion in the OFT and
Ventricle

Visual inspection of optical videos (see Figs. 3 and 4) revealed
obvious differences in the motion of the ventricle and OFT
walls. In the sham control heart, ventricular expansion appeared
uniform and the rate of expansion increased dramatically as the
atrium contracted. A seemingly uniform ventricular contraction
then ejected blood into the OFT, which expanded the OFTwalls
proximally to distally. The OFT walls then contracted, closing

the lumen in the same proximal-to-distal manner. Over the car-
diac cycle, this pattern emerged seamlessly and unimpeded
(see Fig. 3).

A similar pattern emerged in the banded embryo, but with
distinct differences. Immediately prior to and at the beginning
of ventricular contraction, blood flow was impeded at the band-
ing site, creating a buildup of blood upstream of the band. After
a short delay following the onset of ventricular contraction,
blood was pushed past the banding site. While ventricular con-
traction and expansion seemed uniform, in the OFT the proxi-
mal-to-distal expansion and contraction pattern became less
distinct, i.e., the OFT appeared to expand and contract in a
more synchronous manner with banding (see Fig. 4).

In order to quantify these visually observed changes in heart
wall motion, we analyzed centerline intensity data from control
and banded hearts. Intensity traces in the sham control ventricle
were nearly indistinguishable at each location [V1, V2, and V3,
see Fig. 5(a)]. Between locations, the normalized time intensity
maxima and minima differed by no more than one percent of the
cardiac cycle, suggesting synchronous expansion and contrac-
tion of ventricular walls. As expected, this pattern of synchro-
nous expansion and contraction was approximately conserved
with banding [see Fig. 5(b)]. Intensity traces along the OFT
centerline (O1, O2, and O3) in the sham control embryo showed
similar expansion and contraction patterns, but with a clear
proximal-to-distal phase lag among traces [see Fig. 5(c)]. In
the OTB embryos, conversely, intensity traces had a much
smaller phase lag, so that traces were almost synchronous [see
Fig. 5(d)].

We next compared centerline intensity traces among
embryos in each group to analyze variations in wall motion
of the sham control and banded HH18 hearts. Only one average
aggregate ventricle trace per embryo was considered due to the
synchronous behavior of the ventricle at this early developmen-
tal stage, whereas the three OFT traces from each embryo were
considered for analysis. Average and standard deviations were
calculated at each normalized time point, and plotted as bands
around the averaged data (see Fig. 6). Overall, the intensity pro-
files demonstrate a remarkable conservation of wall motion in
both the control and banded groups, suggesting the motion of
the heart wall varies little between embryos in each group;
however, greater variation within the banded group was
observed, compared to controls.

To quantify the motion phase lag between different positions
along the heart, the time span between points of maximum
expansion or maximum contraction among ventricular and OFT
intensity curves (VEN, O1, O2, and O3) was calculated. In the
sham controls, the phase lag between peak ventricle expansion
and each successive location in the OFT increased, as expected
due to the peristaltic-like motion of the OFT [Figs. 7(a) and
7(b)]. Our results suggest that wave propagation speed, how-
ever, increases in the distal OFT. In the banded group, the
phase lags between peak expansion of the ventricle and OFT
inlet (O1) were significantly increased, as compared to controls,
due to the described delay of flow at the banding site. Even
though there was a delayed expansion at the OFT inlet with
respect to the ventricle and, in comparison to controls, the outlet
(O3) reached peak expansion at the same time point as the nor-
mal OFT outlet [Fig. 7(a)], demonstrating the increased wave
propagation speed distal to the band. The patterns of maximum
contraction were somewhat similar, except that full (maximum)
contraction occurs later in banded embryos as compared to

Fig. 3 Beating heart of a control chicken embryo at HH18 as captured
by optical imaging. The video shows blood flowing through the ven-
tricle and OFT and motion of cardiac walls. (Video 1, MP4, 1564 KB)
[URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.21.11.116003.1].

Fig. 4 Beating heart of a banded chicken embryo at HH18 as cap-
tured by optical imaging. The video clearly shows the surgical suture
that banded the heart OFT, as well as blood flowing through the ven-
tricle and OFT. (Video 2, MP4, 1562 KB) [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10
.1117/1.JBO.21.11.116003.2].
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controls [see Figs. 7(c) and 7(d)]. Therefore, the band not only
affects hemodynamic parameters within the OFT11,17 but also
the patterns of wall motion over the length of the OFT.

3.3 Characterizing Expansion and Contraction in
the Ventricle and OFT

To further characterize the dynamic motion of the developing
heart, we measured the proportion of the cardiac cycle spent in
the contraction and expansion phases in the ventricle and at each
location in the OFT. At each location measured, sham control
embryos demonstrated roughly equal proportions of the cardiac
cycle spent in the contraction and expansion phases. Further, no
significant changes were observed between the sham and OTB
groups in the ventricle and OFT inlet (O1). However, proportion
of the cardiac cycle spent in the expansion phase increased in
the medial and downstream portions of the OFT (O2 and O3)
in banded hearts compared to controls, while the time spent in
the contraction phase in banded hearts obviously decreased
(Fig. 8).

We measured ventricular and OFT dimensions to determine
possible dimensional changes after banding. End diastolic
(maximum) and end systolic (minimum) ventricular diameters
did not show significant changes with banding, and thus control
and banded embryos exhibited the same total change in ven-
tricular diameter [Figs. 9(a) and 9(b)]. Further analysis revealed,
however, that ventricular area in the imaging plane increased
significantly after banding, while the overall change in ventricu-
lar area over the cardiac cycle did not change [Figs. 9(c) and

9(d)]. Maximum OFT diameter over the cardiac cycle did not
exhibit significant dimensional changes with banding. How-
ever, the minimum OFT diameter increased significantly in
the banded group as compared to control hearts [Fig. 9(e)].
As a result, a significant decrease in the overall change in diam-
eter of the OFT (at the O2 position) was observed with banding
[Fig. 9(f)].

4 Discussion
Our results offer a detailed description of cardiac ventricular and
OFTwall motion in control embryos and the response to OTB in
the HH18 embryonic heart, before biological changes were evi-
dent. Collectively, our data quantify changes in cardiac wall
motion using a simple light microscopy imaging modality. We
found that banding induces a time delay of blood flow from the
ventricle to the OFT followed by a faster-than-normal (and per-
haps even synchronous) expansion and contraction wave veloc-
ity through the OFT. These results complement previous studies
and demonstrate that, in addition to altering hemodynamic con-
ditions, banding results in altered cardiac motion. These changes
are in response not only to the physical restriction to motion
imposed by the band but also in tissues upstream and down-
stream of the band by interaction between flow and the cardiac
wall.

The main advantages of the optical imaging approach pre-
sented here are ease of implementation, and ability to visualize
the heart at early developmental stages. While recent studies
using in vivo tomographic modalities, such as OCT and ultra-
sound, have provided accurate descriptions of cardiac wall

Fig. 5 Intensity traces obtained from a sham and an OTB HH18 embryonic heart over the cardiac cycle.
Intensity traces depict fitted intensity functions, f ðtÞ, for three selected centerline points corresponding to
the V1, V2, and V3 (see Fig. 1) positions in the (a) sham and (b) OTB ventricle. Likewise, fitted intensity
functions, f ðtÞ for three selected centerline points corresponding to the O1, O2, and O3 positions in the
(c) sham and (d) OTB OFT are shown. Note that for this particular OTB embryo the OFT traces depict an
almost synchronous motion; while peristaltic-like motion in the OFT is faster after banding, not all
embryos exhibit an almost synchronous behavior (as can be inferred from aggregate data, Fig. 6). t ,
time; T , cardiac period; t∕T , normalized cardiac cycle.
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motion in 2-D and three-dimensional (3-D), acquisition of data
is not simple and subjected to equipment limitations.19,21,26–31

Even though optical images lose the details of the 3-D geometry,
such as the elliptical shape of the cardiac lumen, they can be
effectively used to analyze wall motion patterns and changes
in those patterns due to altered hemodynamics in the developing
heart.

Using our proposed method, the intensity traces, overall,
demonstrate remarkably consistent expansion and contraction
profiles in the control group, whereas the banded group demon-
strated greater variation, perhaps owing to slight differences in
band tightness and band placement despite efforts to control for
these factors. The high reproducibility of data within the control
group, however, showed that our approach is accurate and
sufficiently sensitive to detect subtle changes in wall motion
dynamics.

4.1 Limitations of the Centerline Intensity Approach

Several limitations of the centerline-intensity approach need to
be considered, specifically relating to heart morphology and
methodological considerations. During looping the heart bends
in a direction perpendicular to the imaging plane, which limits
the visible portion of the heart available for analysis. This natu-
ral morphology of the heart, combined with the viewing angle,
may cause optical superposition of signals that complicate inter-
pretation of data. In this work, the implementation of a smooth-
ing algorithm reduced the effects of superimposing signals,
but more elaborate algorithms might be required in other appli-
cations. In the ventricle, trabeculae (a muscular “sponge-like”
structure in the luminal outer ventricular curvature) alter the
maximum intensity reached; however, the overall behavior of
the intensity profile during cardiac motion is unaffected.

Fig. 6 Aggregate cardiac intensity traces from sham and banded embryos. (a and c) Representative
video frames of peak expansion in the ventricle at the V2 position (VEN) and each successive location
in the OFT (O1, O2, O3). For a (a) sham control embryo; (c) banded (OTB) embryo. (b and d) Average
traces (solid black lines) �standard deviations (dashed lines) for the ventricle (VEN) and each selected
location in the OFT (O1, O2, O3). Averages were calculated across all embryos (n ¼ 10 sham control
embryos; n ¼ 10 banded embryos). For (b) sham control embryos and (d) banded embryos.
Scale bar ¼ 250 μm. t , time; T , cardiac period; t∕T , normalized cardiac cycle.
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Nevertheless, optimizing image contrast is critical, so that
changes in intensity during expansion and contraction, espe-
cially the timing of maximum and minimum intensity, can be
detected. Rigid-body motions could also influence interpretation
of M-modes and centerline intensities. The effect of such

motion, however, is negligible in our measurements as the
early embryo is stationary. Moreover, any rigid-body motion
from cardiac pumping is small relative to periodic cardiac
wall motion. Needless to say, optical visualization and analysis
of changes in blood flow require semitransparent tissues that are

Fig. 7 Comparison of the OFT and ventricle myocardial motion at maximum expansion and contraction
in the sham control and banded HH18 embryo. Normalized time (t∕T ) to reach (a) maximum expansion
(inverse-intensity) and (c) minimum inverse-intensity, corresponding to peak and minimum myocardial
diameter, along the tubular HH18 heart Normalized time values greater than 1 in (c) indicate that peak
contraction in the OFT occurs after peak contraction in the ventricle. Region-specific phase lags between
points of (b) peak and (d) minimum inverse-intensity. Data are shown as mean ± SEM. P-values obtained
from Student’s t -tests of less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant and are denoted by aster-
isks. t , time; T , cardiac period; t∕T , normalized cardiac cycle.

Fig. 8 Portion of the cardiac cycle spent in (a) the contraction and (b) expansion phases in the sham
control and banded developing heart. Time in contraction was calculated as the time difference between
minimum intensity and following peak intensity and time in expansion was calculated as the time differ-
ence between peak intensity and followingminimum intensity. Data are shown asmean� SEM; p-values
obtained from Student’s t -tests of less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant and are denoted
by asterisks. t , time; T , cardiac period; t∕T , normalized cardiac cycle.
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easily accessible for imaging. This constrains the applicability
of the centerline intensity method to early stages of develop-
ment, when tissues are semitransparent, and in the case of
chicken, embryos are easy to access inside the egg and on
top of the yolk.

Overall, our data were consistent among embryos.
Differences among embryo traces were largely due to biological
variations in heart rate (<10% due to temperature and natural
variations) and human error in precisely selecting regions of
interest along the centerline. The consistency in the obtained
data from successive locations in the OFT relative to the ven-
tricle suggests a minimal contribution from manual selection
of points along the centerline, providing evidence for the accu-
racy and reproducibility of the presented centerline intensity
method. While limitations of this approach should be taken
into account to properly interpret intensity data, they are some-
what offset by the centerline intensity method’s simplicity, ease
of implementation, and reproducibility.

4.2 Wave Propagation Through the OFT and
Ventricle

With respect to results, this study complements previous work
assessing the development and function of the cardiac conduc-
tion system at early embryonic stages. By measuring activation
patterns in the developing heart, Reckova et al. showed that
cardiovascular conduction decelerates through the atrio-
ventricular (AV) canal and OFT and accelerates in the ventricle
at HH17.27 Similar results were found in HH15 quail embryos
using optical mapping and 3-D modeling.32 This rapid rate of
impulse propagation at this early developmental stage could
account for the seemingly “synchronous” expansion and con-
traction of the ventricle observed here at HH18, assuming exci-
tation–contraction coupling is similar throughout the heart.

Despite altered loading conditions induced by banding, ven-
tricle functional parameters are conserved with OTB, including
the proportion of the cardiac cycle when the ventricle is
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expanding and contracting and the timing of expansion and con-
traction events. This indicates that the developing heart exhibits
a large range of compensatory adaptations to the altered hemo-
dynamic load. Increased resistance to flow at the banding site
induces increased blood pressure in the ventricle, which may
cause sarcomere lengthening and an increase in end-diastolic
volume. This, in turn, would increase ventricular contraction
forces as a “Starling response” permitting flow against increased
resistance in the presence of the band.33–35 While ventricular
diameter did not show a significant change, a significant
increase in the ventricular area at both end diastole and end sys-
tole was observed after banding with respect to controls.
Importantly, however, the overall change in ventricular area
over the cardiac cycle is not altered with banding. These obser-
vations agree with previous studies, which show that the
heart demonstrates an astonishing ability to conserve stroke vol-
ume even when end-diastolic volume is increased with
banding.17,36,37

We demonstrate that the peristaltic-like motion of the OFT
walls is disrupted by banding (Figs. 7 and 8). In control
embryos, the OFT walls expand and contract proximally to dis-
tally, resembling a wave propagating through the OFT. The
speed of the propagating wave increases distally and the OFT
wall motion is distinct from the motion of the ventricular wall.
When the OFT is banded, however, the motion of the OFTwalls
becomes more synchronous, that is to say, the speed of the
propagating wave becomes faster. However, there is a delay
in OFT wall motion with respect to ventricular wall motion
(see Figs. 7 and 8). These findings support recent work that
used OCT to track OFT wall motion;26,28 and a servo-null sys-
tem coupled with ECG measurements to synchronize blood
pressure data.18,19 Those studies showed that blood pressure
and OFT wave propagation speed increase after banding.19,26

4.3 Characterizing Expansion and Contraction in
the Ventricle and OFT

In addition to inducing abnormal wave propagation in the OFT,
banding changes the proportion of time the OFT uses to expand
and contract (see Fig. 8). Here, we observed a significant
decrease in the percent of the cardiac cycle spent in the contrac-
tion phase in the distal portion of the OFT (O2 and O3), during
which the time of flow—or portion of the cardiac cycle during
which blood flows through the OFT—decreases somewhat lin-
early with band tightness.17 Meanwhile, dimensional measure-
ments of the OFT (at the O2 position) show a decrease in the
range of wall motion after banding with respect to controls.
While maximum expansion diameter did not change after band-
ing, the OFT diameter during wall contraction (minimum diam-
eter) increased in banded embryos with respect to controls. This
change could perhaps be explained given that the time the OFT
wall is contracting is decreased after banding with respect to
controls, and thus maximum contraction range might not be
reached with banding. This will also explain why the expansion
phase lag in the OFT (O1 to O3) significantly decreases with
banding, but there is no difference between control and banded
hearts in the contraction phase lag (see Fig. 7).

These changes in the expansion and contraction profile of the
developing OFT provide insights into how the biomechanical
microenvironment is altered with OTB and could lead to abnor-
mal remodeling of the early embryonic heart. Understanding the
long-term consequences of banding on wall motion and cardi-
omyocyte function, however, requires further study.

5 Conclusions
In this study, we present a centerline-intensity method to char-
acterize embryonic heart wall motion. While the method could
be used in several different applications, we compared the
motion of chicken embryo hearts under control and hemody-
namically altered conditions, more specifically hemodynamic
overload introduced by banding. Regional changes in cardiac
motion were observed with banding. In control hearts, the ven-
tricle expanded and contracted in an apparent synchronous
fashion, while the OFTwalls expanded and contracted in a peri-
staltic-like manner. With banding, however, the peristaltic-like
motion of the OFTwas disrupted and motion of OFTwalls was
more synchronous. The conservation of ventricular wall motion,
featuring similar patterns of synchronous expansion and con-
traction in control and banded hearts, suggests that the embry-
onic cardiovascular system exhibits highly adaptive capabilities
at early developmental stages in response to altered hemo-
dynamic load. These changes in cardiac wall motion were
observed after only a couple hours of banding, before the heart
had time to remodel its tissues in response to the hemodynamic
load, and thus mainly reflect immediate adaptation mechanisms
of the early embryonic heart. Importantly, our proposed meth-
od’s simplicity and reliance on simple light microscopy permits
its widespread use for assessing changes in dynamic heart wall
motion and other cardiac parameters in a number of develop-
mental biology studies, without relying on more expensive
and sophisticated imaging systems, such as OCT or ultrasound.
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